ELIGIBLE CNL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

CNL Program Models

- **Model A**: Master’s degree program designed for BSN graduates
- **Model B**: Master’s degree program for BSN graduates that includes a post-BSN residency that awards master’s credit
- **Model C**: Master’s degree program designed for individuals with a baccalaureate degree in another discipline
- **Model D**: Master’s degree program designed for ADN graduates (RN-MSN)
- **Model E**: Post-master’s certificate program designed for individuals with a master’s degree in nursing in another area of study

Augusta University (Georgia Regents University) – Models A, C, D
Augustana University (Discontinued) – Model A
Ball State University – Model A
Belmont University – Model B
California State University, Dominguez Hills (Closed) – Model C
California State University, San Marcos (Discontinued) – Model A
California State University, Bakersfield – Model C
Central Methodist University – Model A
Chamberlain University College of Nursing – Model D
Charles R. Drew University – Model C
Cleveland State University – Model A
Colby-Sawyer College – Model A
Columbia College of Nursing – Model A
Creighton University – Model A
Curry College (Closed) – Model A
DePaul University – Model C
Dominican University of California – Models A, D
Drexel University – Models A, B
East Tennessee State University – Model A
Eastern Mennonite University
Elmhurst College – Models A, C
Fairfield University – Model A
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Fairleigh Dickinson University – Model A
Florida Atlantic University (Phasing Out) – Model A
Florida Gulf Coast University (Discontinued) – Model A
George Mason University – Model A
Georgetown University School of Nursing & Health Studies – Model C
Goshen College (Discontinued) – Model A
Grand Valley State University – Model A
Grand View University (Discontinued) – Model A
Harrisburg University of Science and Technology – Models A, C
Helen S. Breidegam School of Nursing (Moravian College) – Models A, C, E
Hope College – Model A
Hunter-Bellevue School of Nursing (CUNY) (Discontinued) – Model A
Idaho State University (Discontinued) – Model A
Illinois State University (Discontinued) – Model A
Illinois Wesleyan University – Model B
James Madison University – Model A
La Roche College – Models A, D
La Salle University – Model A
Lander University – Model A
Marquette University (Discontinued) – Model A
Michigan State University (Discontinued) – Model A
Millikin University (Discontinued) – Models A, D
Mississippi College – Model A
Montana State University Bozeman – Model A
Morningside College – Model A
Mount St. Joseph University – Model A
Northwestern State University of Louisiana – Model A
Nexus University – Model A
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Oakland University – Models A, E
Ohio State University – Models A, C
Oregon Health and Science University – Model B
Otterbein University – Model A
Pace University – Models A, E
Pacific Lutheran University – Models A, C
Queens University of Charlotte – Models A, E
Regis College – Model A
Research College of Nursing (Closed) – Models A, E
Resurrection University – Models B, E
Rhode Island College (Discontinued)
Rowan University – Models A, C, D
Rush University – Models A, C
Rutgers School of Nursing – Model A
Sacred Heart University – Model C
Saginaw Valley State University (Closed) – Model A
Saint Anthony College of Nursing – Model B
Saint Francis Medical Center CON – Model A, C
Saint Louis University – Models A, C
Saint Xavier University – Model A
Seattle Pacific University – Models A, B
Seattle University – Models A, B
Sentara College of Health Sciences – Model A, C
Seton Hall University – Model C
Shenandoah University – Models A, C, D
Sonoma State University (Discontinued) – Models A, C
South Dakota State University – Models A, E
Southern Connecticut State University – Models A, E
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Southern Illinois University Edwardsville – Model D
Southern Nazarene University – Model A
Southern New Hampshire University (Phasing Out) – Model A
Spring Hill College (Closed) – Models A, D, E
Temple University (On Hold) – Models A, C
Tennessee State University – Model B
Tennessee Technological University
Texas Christian University – Models A, E
Texas Woman’s University (Closed) – Model A
The College of New Jersey – Model A
Touro University California – Models A, D
Troy University – Models A, E
Universidad del Turabo – Model A
University of Alabama – Model A
University of Alabama at Birmingham – Model A
University of Alabama in Huntsville – Model B
University of California, Los Angeles – Model C
University of Central Arkansas – Models A, E
University of Central Florida (On Hold) – Model A
University of Connecticut (Phasing Out) – Models A, C
University of Detroit - Mercy – Model A
University of Florida – Models A, E
University of Houston-Victoria (Discontinued)
University of Illinois at Chicago – Models A, C
University of Iowa College of Nursing – Model A
University of Kansas – Model B
University of Kentucky – Model A
University of Louisiana at Monroe – Model A
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University of Lynchburg (Phasing Out) – **Model A**
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
University of Maryland – **Model C**
University of Massachusetts, Amherst – **Model A**
University of Miami – **Model D**
University of Minnesota – **Model A**
University of Mississippi Medical Center – **Model C**
University of Nebraska Medical Center – **Model A**
University of Nevada, Reno – **Models A, D, E**
University of New Hampshire – **Models A, C**
University of North Carolina at Pembroke – **Model A**
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill (Phasing Out) – **Models A, D, E**
University of North Florida – **Model B**
University of Northern Colorado (Closed) – **Models A, E**
University of Oklahoma – **Model A**
University of Pittsburgh – **Model A**
University of Portland (Discontinued) – **Models A, C**
University of Rhode Island – **Model A**
University of Rochester – **Models A, E**
University of San Diego – **Model C**
University of San Francisco – **Models A, C, D**
University of South Alabama – **Models A, C, D**
University of South Carolina Upstate – **Model A**
University of South Florida – **Models A, E**
University of Southern Maine (Discontinued) – **Model A**
University of Tennessee Health Science Center – **Model C**
University of Texas at Brownsville
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio – **Model A**
University of Texas Medical Branch – Model A
University of the Incarnate Word (Closed) – Model A
University of Toledo – Model C
University of Utah – Model C
University of Vermont – Models A, C
University of Virginia – Model C
University of Washington, Bothell – Model A
University of Washington Seattle – Model A
University of Washington Tacoma – Model A
University of West Georgia – Model A
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee – Models A, B, C, D
University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh – Models A, D, E
Valdosta State University – Models A, D, E
Vanderbilt University – Models A, C, D, E
Virginia Commonwealth University – Models A, C, E
Viterbo University (Discontinued) – Model D
Walsh University – Model A
Washburn University – Model A
Western Governors University – Models A, D
Western University of Health Sciences – Models A, B, C, D
Wright State University – Model B
Xavier University – Model A, C, D, E